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Of the hundreds (or thousands) of things we could
do, what should we do?
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“This system is great – we can get 
exactly the information we need, 
when we need it…”  



Workshop Objectives:

• Foster collaboration among the Gulf of Mexico partners with 
respect to data management and integration for restoration 
planning, implementation and monitoring.

• Identify standards, protocols and guidance for long term data 
management being used by these partners for DWH NRDA, 
restoration, and public health efforts.

• Obtain feedback and identify next steps for the work completed 
by the Environmental Disasters Data Management (EDDM) 
Working Groups.

• Work towards best practices on public distribution and access of 
this data.



• Work towards best practices on public 
distribution and [broad] access of this data.

Workshop Objectives:



Value Creation is a best 
practice that produces an 
optimum and compelling 
outcome.

Work towards best practices …



The value creation process has three 
main components:

1. Identifying and quantifying 
customer need(s); 
2. Iterating on an approach; and 
3. Quantifying benefits and cost
then contrasting those against 
alternatives.

Value = Benefit/Cost

Value creation is an iterative process.



Some elements of Value Creation:

1. Common language
2. Iteration to a compelling 

solution (includes divergent & 
convergent thinking)

3. Champions 
4. Alignment
5. Use of subject matter experts!

Bottom Image: Ed Morrison (Purdue Univ.)



A brief look at how others are 
addressing big-data…



1. Dr. Rod Fontecilla, Vice President, Advanced Data Analytics for Unisys Federal



Data  Information  Insight  Inspiration

The “value chain” of data and information management:

Increasing value



How is industry responding?

• HPE: “The Machine”, 160TB to implement 
“memory-driven-computing”  4090 yotta
bytes

• Google: knowledge graph, semantic web
• IBM: “cognitive computing”, Watson
• Microsoft: data to insight to… (inspiration?)
• SRI: SOA and beyond
• Amazon: plumbing, to measurement, to 

content, to…loop  (recommender engines)
• D-Wave, IBM: quantum computing
• AI

… and there’s no shortage of search tools, cloud 
resources, analytical services, more... 

In short, there are no constraints in technology but typically there are in its implementation. 
However, usually those constraints are either financial or expertise-related. In both cases, the 
root of such constraints stem from policy.  And, policy stems from culture.  A benefit of the value-
creation process is the opportunity for culture change (and thus policy change).



…  back to the value creation process

First step – who are the data/information 
customers?
• Researchers/Scientists
• Disaster responders
• Coastal Communities
• The Medical Community-of- interest
• Policy Makers
• Students
• Industry
• Commercial and Rec. Fishing



1. Identifying and quantifying 
customer need(s) .
• Reduce time to identify 

important problems
• Reduce time needed for  

preliminary research
• Reduce requirement for 

new data 
• Automate analysis
• Automate publishing 

An example: Researcher/Scientist



Publish
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Publish

Identify 
Problem

Construct 
Hypothesis

Interpret 
Results

Develop 
Conclusions

• Identify and 
frame 
problem

• Find related research

• Recruit participants

• Construct hypothesis

• Find relevant data

• Plan experiment

•Obtain resources

• Collect data

•Analyze data and 
situation

•Develop explanations

• Create models and 
theory

•Draw conclusions

•Obtain feedback from 
colleagues

•New 
knowledge, 
and insights

The present…

The future…

Plan & Conduct 
Experiment 

Value Creation for the scientist/researcher
(in a data and information management context.) 

Emphasis on 
analysis and 

interpretation



Converging on the main points for the 
workshop: 

1. Consider first: who is the customer and 
what are their important needs.
2. Consider the benefits and costs of an 
approach – plan to iterate with others & 
SME’s
3. Adopt and use a common language 
4. The solution will need a passionate 
champion - consider that when 
identifying the approach.
5.  Alignment is crucial, there must be a 
team, organization or dedicated 
collaboration for a viable approach.



Data  Information  Insight  Inspiration

The “value chain” of data and information management:

Increasing value

Who does 
this?

Who does 
this?

Who does 
this?

Where does the value creation process lead the conversation? What could 
we do  what should we do? We know the needs – what tools (or 
solutions) fit best? Does the customer gain value?  What are the 
important needs? 

Who does 
this?
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